
 

TAKING TIME TO THINK    (adapted from the session developed by Rev. Glenn Turner) 

 

OPENING WORDS & CHALICE LIGHTING: 

 

We light this chalice to affirm that new light is ever waiting to break through to enlighten our ways 

That new truth is ever waiting to break through to illumine our minds 

And that new love is ever waiting to break through to warm our hearts. 

May we be open to this light and to the rich possibilities that it brings us. 
~Charles A. Howe 

 

PURPOSE: We come together to build connections and to support each other on our spiritual journeys. 

     

CHECK IN:    What you share may be about your physical or spiritual health, cares or concerns for loved ones, 

issues you are facing.  What are you leaving behind to be here today? 

 

READING OF GROUP COVENANT 

   

FOCUS: Sharing and Deep Listening on the topic:  Taking Time to Think 

Each person in the group speaks uninterrupted; if time remains, general response and conversation are welcome.   

 

Sit down and be quiet.  You are drunk, and this is the edge of the roof.      ~Rumi 

 

The following passages are from Margaret Wheatley, “Can We Reclaim Time to Think?” 

 
       “As a species, we humans possess some unique capacities.  We can stand apart from what’s going on, think about it, 
question it, imagine it being different.  We are also curious.  We want to know ‘why?’  We figure out ‘how?’  We think about 
what’s past, we dream forward to the future.  We create what we want rather than just accept what is.  So far, we’re the only 
species we know that does this. 
 
 As the world speeds up, we’re forfeiting these wonderful human capacities.  Do you have as much time to think as you did a 
year ago?  When was the last time you spent time reflecting on something important to you?  At work, do you have more or 
less time now to think about what you’re doing?  Are you encouraged to spend time thinking with colleagues and co-workers, 
or reflecting on what you’re learning?    …..Thinking is the place where intelligent actions begin. We pause long enough to 
look more carefully at a situation, to see more of its character, to think about why it's happening, to notice how it's affecting us 
and others.” 
 

Questions for reflection 

(again from Margaret Wheatley) 
“To see whether you're losing anything of value to yourself, here are some questions to ask yourself:  

1. Are my relationships with those I love improving or deteriorating? 
2. Is my curiosity about the world increasing or decreasing?  
3. What things anger me today as compared to a few years ago?  
4. Which of my behaviors do I value, which do I dislike?  
5. Generally, am I feeling more peaceful or more stressed?  
6. Am I becoming someone I admire?” 

 

 

CONFIDENTIALITY CHECK AND CHECK OUT: Is there anything that you shared here today that you would 

like held confidential? Otherwise, this is a reminder that we treat each other’s sharing with kindness and respect.   

 

 

CLOSING WORDS:   

 
     If answering those questions helps you notice anything in your life that you'd like to change, you will need time to think 
about it. But don't expect anybody to give you this time. You will have to claim it for yourself.”  ~Margaret Wheatley 


